The Alabama Nature Center is a joint project of the Alabama Wildlife Federation and benefactors Isabel and Wiley Hill.

Welcome!

Alabama abounds in natural beauty. Few other states boast more abundant wildlife or a greater multitude of habitats and species. Alabama’s remarkable biological diversity—its tumbling rivers and streams, black bears and white-tailed deer, salt-marshes and grasslands, bald eagles and ospreys—creates a landscape full of breathtaking beauty. Beyond sumptuous vistas, this natural legacy provides an abundance of tools that enhance learning for students of all ages.

The trails of the Alabama Nature Center are divided into three regions: Still Creek Run, Turkey Ridge, and Hilltop Pass. To help you find your way around, each region has a main artery trail that bears the name of the region. From these main artery trails, a variety of loops that will allow you to choose the length and nature of your journey.

On behalf of the Alabama Wildlife Federation and benefactors Isabel and Wiley Hill, we hope you enjoy your experience at the Alabama Nature Center.